ORDER
OF THE STATE CUSTOMS COMMITTEE OF RUSSIA
NO. 25 OF JANUARY 15, 2001
ON THE POINTS OF IMPORTATION OF CERTAIN CATEGORIES OF GOODS
TO THE CUSTOMS TERRITORY OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

Order of the State Customs Committee of the Russian Federation No. 517 of May 24, 2002 abolished this Order

According to Order of the State Customs Committee of the Russian Federation No. 631 of July 2, 2001, this Order is applicable in respect to goods specified in Item 1 and classified under groups 50 through 64 according to the CC FEA of Russia

The effect of this Order was suspended, pending a special direction, by Telegram of the State Customs Committee of the Russian Federation No. TF-6737 of March 17, 2001

With the aim of further improvement of customs control and on the basis of Articles 27 and 127 of the Customs Code of the Russian Federation (Vedomosti S'veza Narodnykh Deputatov Rossiiskoi Federatsii i Verkhovnogo Soveta Rossiiskoi Federatsii No. 31, Item 1224, 1993; Collected Acts of the Russian Federation No. 26, Item 2397, 1995; No. 1, Item 4, 1996; No. 30, Item 3586, 1997; No. 47, Item 5341, 1997; No. 7, Item 879, 1999), I hereby order:

1. To establish the following locations as points of importation to the customs territory of the Russian Federation of goods originating from Bangladesh, Vietnam, India, Indonesia, Cambodia, China, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, the Republic of Korea, Singapore, Thailand, Sri-Lanka (hereinafter referred to as the "goods of certain categories"):
   - railway points of crossing of the state border of the Russian Federation (Annex No. 1);
   - motor vehicle points of crossing of the state border of the Russian Federation (Annex No. 2);
   - air traffic and maritime points of crossing of the state border of the Russian Federation.

2. Not to apply the provisions of this Order to:
   - goods imported by natural persons and not intended for the use in production or other commercial activities;
   - goods imported to addresses of diplomatic missions of foreign states in the Russian Federation.
   - goods being moved in transit across the customs territory of the Russian Federation.

According to Telegram of the State Customs Committee of the Russian Federation No. TF-28171-28186 of October 18, 2001, temporarily, pending the issuance of the relevant normative document, do not apply the present Order with respect to goods originating from India

3. Heads of customs bodies shall ensure that goods of certain categories will not be imported via other locations.

4. The Press Service (V.A.Yemelyanov) shall ensure that this Order is covered by the mass media using the standard procedure.

5. Deputy Chairman of the State Customs Committee of Russia, V.V.Schpagin, shall supervise the enforcement of this Order.

Chairman of the Committee,
Lieutenant-General of the Customs Service
M.V.Vanin

Registered by the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation on February 13, 2001,
Annex No. 1

to Order of the State Customs Committee of Russia
No. 25 of January 15, 2001

Railway Points of Crossing of the State Border
of the Russian Federation

Russia-Kazakhstan section
Isilykul
Kulunda
Ilets-1
Ozerki
Orsk
Lokot
Kartaly
Troitsk
Aksaraiskii

Russia-Mongolia section
Nauschki
Solovyevsk

Russia-China section
Zabaykalysk
Makhalino
Pogranichnyi

Russia-Korea section
Khasan

Annex No. 2

to Order of the State Customs Committee of Russia
No. 25 of January 15, 2001

Motor Vehicle Points of Crossing of the State Border
of the Russian Federation

Russia-Kazakhstan section
Veseloyarsk
Karaosersk
Petukhovo
Cherlakskii
Pervomayskoye
Orsk
Komsomol'skii
Ozinki
Bugristoye
Russia-Mongolia section

Verkhnii Ulykhun
Kyakhta
Mondy
Solovyevsk
Khandagaity
Tsagan-Tolgoi
Taschanta

Russia-China section

Zabaykalysk
Olochi
Pokrovka-Zhaokhe
Pokrovka-Logukhe
Starotsurukhaituiskii
Amurzet
Blagoveshchensk
Djalinda
Kraskino
Markov
Nizhneleninskoye
Pogranichnyi
Poltavka
Poyarkovo
Turii Rog